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Abstract 

 

The following document corresponds to Deliverable D3.1 of the “WP3 - Large Scale Pilots Observatoy” of the OPEN 

DEI project and it details the specifications of the Dashboard described in task T3.1 thereof. 

Such project is a C.S.A. (Coordination and Support Action) that is part of the “H2020” program and is funded by 

the European Union as part of its effort to disseminate European projects, exploit synergies between them and 

raise public awareness as much as possible about certain key issues such as digitization and application of new 

technologies.  

The description and main objectives of the OPEN DEI project are exposed in points 1 through 3 and the 

functionalities of the application are described in detail through sections 4 and 5. Such functionalities will be 

used in later stages of the OPEN DEI project to develop the first version of the Dashboard. 

This is the first version of the specifications and, due to the living nature of the meetings with the pilots, a future 

release with updates will be published in the near future. 
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1. SUMMARY 

As stated in annex 1 (part B) of the Grant Agreement: “the goal of OPEN DEI CSA is to enhance synergy, 

identify collaboration areas, replicable results and best practices among the four domains covered by the 

Digital Transformation (DT) ICT calls: Manufacturing, Agriculture, Energy and Healthcare. The consortium will 

act on different areas, platforms, large scale pilots, ecosystem and standardisation, with the aim at reinforcing 

relationships, sharing best practices, designing and implementing joint actions to multiply the impact of 

dissemination, communication, training, and deploying common exploitation plans” [1]. 

The following document corresponds to Deliverable D3.1 of the “WP3 - Large Scale Pilots Observatory” of the 

OPEN DEI project and it details the specifications of the Dashboard described in task T3.1. It was supposed 

to be a single document, but due to the living nature of the tool, new versions will be released as needed to 

incorporate the evolution of requirements coming from projects and -potentially- other stakeholders. 

This document will be used as a basis to create the first version of the Dashboard tool due in M12. Once such 

version is delivered, changes may be possible according to additional needs that may be identified, 

subsequently, an intermediate version of the Dashboard will be delivered in M24 and a final version in M36. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

This section defines the purpose and nature of the Dashboard, its scope and the target audience/users. 

2.1 Dashboard objective 
The main function of the application described in this document will be to find sinergies among the pilots 

in the ICT calls projects on the four domains under the scope of the OPEN DEI project. 

To achieve this, we will address the general objectives of the OPEN DEI project by strengthening digital 

competitiveness, facilitating companies to benefit from the latest innovations or by promoting the 

development of digital platforms, as detailed on page 3 of Annex 1 (Part A) of the OPEN DEI Grant 

Agreement cited below: 

“The EC communication "Digitising European Industry: Reaping the full benefits of a 

Digital Single Market" aims to reinforce the EU's competitiveness in digital technologies 

and to ensure that every industry in Europe, in whichever sector, wherever situated, and no 

matter of what size can fully benefit from digital innovations. […] 

[…]In the H2020 LEIT ICT WP2018-2020, the section "Platforms and Pilots" is launching 

the six calls (DT-ICT-07 to DT-ICT-12) for implementing next generation Digital 

Platforms in four basic industrial domains: Manufacturing, Agriculture (and Rural Areas), 

Energy (and Smart Homes / Grids) and Healthcare (Smart Hospitals). 

Moreover, outside of the specific suggested DT topics, the development of EU Digital 

Industrial Platforms (a battle Europe cannot afford to lose) is a key priority also e.g. in 

Smart Systems (Smart Anything Everywhere SAE), Robotics, Photonics and Process 

Industry (SPIRE2030). “    [2] 

 

In addition, we will target more specific objectives by creating awareness on the pilots, identifying synergies 

and standardizing the way of working, measuring KPIs, applying the lessons learned from other programs, 

creating best practices, achieving user engagement, achieving acceptance of technology and using 

marketing techniques; as detailed on page 15 of Annex 1 (Part A) of the Grant Agreement and cited below: 
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“The main objective of this WP will be to create awareness about the piloting activities of 

the Platform projects, to identify synergies and when possible standardize the way of doing 

things and to measure the global indicators (KPI) of the initiative going beyond individual 

platform projects. This activity will also look at applying lessons learned from previous 

and ongoing programs and initiatives (for instance Big Data and IoT Large Scale Pilots) 

and at deriving new best practices from the new projects. User engagement and technology 

acceptance will be elements to which we will pay particular attention, adding to business 

and regulatory aspects that are not restricted to particular application domains but could 

be characterized as cross-sectorial aspects (e.g. free flow of data, GDPR, regulation on 

experimentation, data sharing, emerging business models, data monetization...).”    [3] 

 

All these objectives will be implemented using the methods listed below: 

• Find sinergies: The pilots dashboard will help pilot owners find similarities in other running pilots 

of the four described domains. These similarities could come from the technical side, i.e., similar 

platforms or technologies, from the functional side, i.e., similar challenges or issues to solve, from 

the standardisation side, i.e., similar standards used, … In summary, the pilots dashboard should 

provide a way to find sinergies among pilots avoiding rework and repeating the same mistakes. 

• Create awareness about the piloting activities: This objective will be achieved thanks to 

workshops led by OPEN DEI that will provide/collect information and will help to create awareness 

among the pilots who participate in them. Likewise, the mere existence of the Dashboard will make 

clear, both for the pilots themselves and for the external users who visit the dashboard, the large 

number of existing projects and will also facilitate them to gather information about such projects. 

• Measure global indicators (KPI): The dashboard will try to generate as much added value as 

possible, presenting to the visitor not only static information, but aggregated data about KPIs that 

will be calculated on the fly and that will be useful when: 

o Choosing a technology for its possible implementation. 

o Firsthand knowledge on which companies lead the most cutting-edge projects. 

o Knowing the market trends and their situation. 

o Raising awareness about the amount of resources invested by the E.U. 

For this purpose, a section showing such KPI through graphics will be created on the Dashboard. 

• Apply lessons learned from previous and ongoing programs: For this, results obtained in other 

similar webs have been studied. Below, there is a list of such inititatives: 

o EFFRA (European Factories of the Future Research Association): the data structure and the 

data import/export of this project will be analyzed in detail. 

o IoT catalogue (Internet of Things Catalogue): The way used to display the data in this web 

will be examined. 

o BDV Map (Big Data Value Map): The technology used in the map of this website will be 

studied in depth, since OPEN DEI is intended to make a very similar one in the Dashboard. 

o IoF2020 (Internet of Food and Farm 2020): The aesthetics and distribution of elements 

used on this website will be studied. 

Thanks to this analysis, the implementation of the dashboard can be accelerated, and the resulting 

product will take full advantage of the knowledge obtained in other similar solutions. 

• Create best practices: Thanks to the experience obtained from other projects / programs and 

the one obtained by working with the OPEN DEI pilots, the way of working can be improved so that 

it becomes more optimal and re-usable by different projects. An example of this would be the 

Dashboard mock-up that the consortium decided to create in order to explain more easily to the 

pilots what the OPEN DEI project consists of. Another example would be the request of the pilots 

to create a more “user friendly” method of data collection in order to fill in the information, which 

has led to the creation of a questionnaire in Google Docs. 

https://portal.effra.eu/projects
https://www.iot-catalogue.com/
https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/
https://www.iof2020.eu/trials
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• Obtain user engagement and technology acceptance: This point will seek to promote the 

participation of users by giving the pilot projects the possibility to update the information about 

them that appears on the Dashboard. 

• Marketing: In addition to promoting the projects through the Dashboard itself, social networks 

will be used to promote OPEN DEI and the projects participating in it. The Dashboard will have a 

specific section dedicated to this purpose. 

In order to meet all these objectives, the following value proposition has been ellaborated; available in 

http://www.opendei.eu/large-scale-piloting/ 

TABLE 1: Consortium value proposition for LSP 

LARGE SCALE PILOTING 

“OPEN DEI creates synergies between pilots across domains by evaluating important and 

valuable pilot projects on digital transformation and by comparing methodologies, 

implementations and results, which means: 

• access to data on pilots in different domains, to exchange and to evaluation of results and 

implementations. 

• information about the latest standards and open-source features deployed by other pilots 

applicable for your project. 

• a better understanding of cross-domain pilots, of business and operational features as well 

as cross-fertilization to improve your own project.”    [4] 

 

 

2.2 Methodology 
 

The used methodology to reach the pilots dashboard specifications comprises the following phases: 

• Identification of projects in scope. The projects in scope are all EU projects related to digital 

platforms on the four OPEN DEI domains, i.e., Manufacturing, Healthcare, Energy and Agri-food.  

• Value proposition definition. There are other tools available that provides the ability to create 

awareness of the piloting activities. The pilots’ dashboard must clearly identify the value 

proposition to fully engage the stakeholders. 

• Internal requirements compilation and existing tools analysis. Getting advantage of the 

consortium expertise in piloting activities, digital platforms, standards, etc. an initial identification 

of the requirements was done. In addition, a revision of the current tools available took place. 

• Mock-up implementation. In order to avoid approaching the pilots with a “blank page”, Atos 

implemented a dashboard mockup to have a basis for the discussions.    

• Pilot’s Workshops. To get feedback from the pilots a series of workshops are organized. The main 

goal of those workshops is to present our ideas on the dashboard and to open a discussion to get 

feedback from the projects so that it can be integrated into the dashboard implementation. 

• Dashboard specification. Deliverable D3.1 Pilot dashboard specifications due in M9 will include 

the dashboard specification based on the feedback obtained in the previous phases. 

• Dashboard implementation.  Once the specification is closed, Atos will implement the actual 

solution. The expectation is to have an initial version by M12 (May 2020), an intermediate version 

by M24 and the final version by M36.  

2.2.1 Identification of projects in scope. 
OPEN DEI project aims at coordinating the activities of Digital platforms related projects under the 

domains of Manufacturing, Healthcare, Energy and Agri-food. A long list of projects has been initially 
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identified but below there is a short list of the projects we consider as the core ones and, therefore, 

closely related to OPEN DEI. 

FIGURE 1: Lists of projects in Scope 

 

2.2.2 Value proposition definition. 
There are currently some other tools that cover partially the objectives of the OPEN DEI pilots 

dashboard. If we want to engage the pilots owners to provide feedback and information to populate 

the dashboard, we must clearly identify the added value of the OPEN DEI dashboard for them.  

Through several iterations we have identified the following value proposition that could really be an 

added value for Pilots’ owners: 

1. Improve cross-domain awareness. 

2. Create synergies between pilots. 

3. Inform about standards, methodologies, tools and platforms possibilities. 

4. Provide the pilot owners an additional -effective- dissemination/marketing channel. 

2.2.3 Internal requirements compilation and existing tools analysis. 
The final version of the Dashboard, as specified in the OPEN DEI Grant Agreement, must show 

information about the pilots (physical location, technologies/architectures used, datasets, flows ...) 

and will have to comply with the following requirements: 

• Promote the participating pilots. 

• Strengthen digital competitiveness. 

• Facilitate that companies benefit from the latest innovations. 

• Encourage the development of digital platforms. 

Most of these premises are mainly focused on the dissemination and promotion area and 

consortium members decided to perform a detailed analysis of existing tools to check how this topic 

was approached by them. 

The following tools that partially cover the OPEN DEI objectives were analyzed: 

• EFFRA Innovation portal (https://portal.effra.eu/projects) 

• IoT Catalogue (https://www.iot-catalogue.com/) 

• BDV Map (https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/) 

• IoF2020 (https://www.iof2020.eu/trials) 

https://portal.effra.eu/projects
https://portal.effra.eu/projects
https://www.iot-catalogue.com/
https://www.iot-catalogue.com/
https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/
https://landscape.big-data-value.eu/
https://www.iof2020.eu/trials
https://www.iof2020.eu/trials
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These applications had some basic features (a map, data structure…) that performed the 

communication process pretty well, but lack of the added value pursued by OPEN DEI. In order to get 

such added value it was decided to add the following features to increase the cohesion and sinergies 

between pilots from different domains: 

• REST API with Swagger. 

• Section with best practices. 

• Area with calculated statistics using the data of the participants.  

The first one would be used to import/export data from the application, the second would show all 

success stories from pilots and the third would display statistics calculated using the data of the 

participants, so that the information shown would help visitors to draw conclusions for tasks such 

as: 

• Choosing a technology for its possible implementation. 

• Firsthand knowledge of the companies that lead the most cutting-edge projects. 

• Knowing the market trends and their situation. 

• Raising awareness about the amount of resources invested by the EU. 

The outcomes of this analysis were taken as a starting point of the pilot dashboard. 

2.2.4 Mock-up implementation. 
The first approach to explain to the pilots the Dashboard concept was to create a document with all 

the specifications that would be shown to them to get their suggestions, as well as non-detected 

needs. However, it was considered that presenting a theoretical exercise would not lead to good 

understanding and feedback. As such, we decided to make a prototype of the Dashboard. 

After a brief development process, the mock-up was deployed at http://test.atosresearch.eu/ 

2.2.5 Pilot’s Workshops 
On the 4th of February, an initial workshop was conducted by Atos to get feeback from the QU4LITY 

project pilots. The QU4LITY project (https://qu4lity-project.eu/) is one of the DT-ICT-07 projects that 

started on January 2019 (with 39 Months duration) and focus on digital platforms for Zero Defects 

Manufacturing.  

In QU4LITY, there are 14 pilots, 5 of them focused on enhancing the actual machines and the other 

9 focused on  improving the manufacturing processes. 

The agenda for the workshop is displayed in FIGURE 2. There was an initial introduction of the OPEN 

DEI project, objectives, timeline, … presented by IDC (OPEN DEI coordinator), then Atos presented 

the value proposition of the Pilots Dashboard, after that Atos went through an overview of the Pilots 

Dashboard mock-up and finally there was an open discussion to get feeback from the pilots. 

Most of the feedback was focused on confidentiality concerns, due to the fact that not all the pilots 

were willing to share information. During the information collection phase, specific consent from the 

pilots must be collected. 

All information from the QU4LITY pilots is already available at the IoT Catalogue from Unparallel. 

They are open to share the information with OPEN DEI (previous consent from the pilots’ owners) 

implementing an export funtionality in the IoT Catalogue. Having an import functionality in the OPEN 

DEI Pilot’s dashboard will reduce efforts in data collection. 

http://test.atosresearch.eu/
https://qu4lity-project.eu/
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FIGURE 2: Pilots workshop agenda 

 

2.2.6 Dashboard specification 
Taking into account the different inputs from the Pilots, OPEN DEI partners and existing similar tools, 

a first version of the Dasboard specification is included in the present deliverable. 

After the development of the first version of the dashboard (Due in M12) a revision of the 

specifications will be done to include new functionalities based on the feedback coming from 

additional projects and potentially other stakeholders.  

The same process will be followed after the second version of the dashboard (Due to M24)  

2.2.7 Dashboard implementation  
Once the specification is closed, Atos will implement the actual solution. There is the expectation to 

have an initial version by M12 (May 2020), an intermediate version by M24 (May 2021) and the final 

version by M36 (May 2022). 

2.3 Dashboard definition and scope 
The Dashboard is a web application whose structure, data and configuration have been defined through a 

consultation made between the stakeholders themselves, thus achieving the following benefits: 

• It only shows what pilots deem necessary to create awareness on their activities, thus avoiding 

that data is omitted or that unnecessary or redundant information is displayed. 
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• The adaptability of the on-demand design used to create it makes the project more interesting, 

which will attract a greater number of pilots, making this tool an important meeting point. 

Through its use, a user will be able to access data such as the location of the project, technologies used, 

participating companies, descriptive data, etc ... thus complying with what is specified in task T3.1, located 

on page 15 of Annex 1 (Part A) of the Grant OPEN DEI Agreement, which details the following: 

“This task will set up a dashboard that will show a global view of all the piloting activities 

of the program, providing updated data on different elements, such as physical location, 

architecture/platform configuration used in the pilot, characteristics of the deployment site, 

datasets and flows involved (frequency of refreshment to be agreed with projects and 

maybe variable depending on the nature of piloting activities). The data model, the 

visualization and configuration as well as the interaction capabilities with the dashboard 

will be discussed with projects so that all requirements and needs are represented and 

well-balanced ensuring benefits to stakeholders internal to platform projects but also to 

external constituencies. The dashboard in itself will be a useful tool for marketing 

purposes”     [5] 

As a result of that, the Dashboard will have four fundamental tasks that are cited below: 

1. It will provide generic information about the OPEN DEI initiative on all pages of the application. 

2. It will allow to search for pilot projects and consult their data on a private page intended for this 

purpose. 

3. It will show statistical data that will be calculated on the fly, using the project database. These data 

will appear in a section of the main page and will allow to get an idea about the number of projects 

/ pilots within the European programs, the amount of technologies used, and the budget allocated 

to each of the domains. 

4. It will provide data about success stories from pilots. 

All these functionalities are defined in more detail in section 4 of this document. 

 

2.4 Dashboard users 
The dashboard is a tool intended for three main types of users: 

• Projects / pilots. 

• External visitors. 

• Pilot Dashboard Administrator 

The projects / pilots will be the basis on which the Dashboard will be based, since they are the ones that 

will contribute with its presence, data and updates to its proper functioning. Each of them will have an 

account that will allow them to access to their personal area to update their data, thus avoiding the 

intermediation of third parties and accelerating the process of publishing their updates. As a counterpart 

to their collaboration, they will receive great visibility, which will help them promote the architectures and 

technologies they use. 

The second group of users will be made up of those web visitors who do not have a direct relationship with 

either OPEN DEI or any of the collaborating projects / pilots, but who wish to obtain information about the 

LSP (Large Scale Pilots) and the technologies used in them. Unlike the previous group, they will not have an 

account, but the Dashboard will allow them to have a global vision on the most used frameworks, servers 

and environments in view of its possible implementation. 

Additionally, a third kind of user will exist: the administrators of the application, whose main function will 

be to support and perform maintenance tasks. 
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3. REQUIREMENTS 

This section specifies the requirements for the Dashboard. The following tables show all ideas emerged from 

the different meetings with the pilots and the consortium members:  

TABLE 2: Requirement REQ_01 description 

Code Title 

REQ_01 General Information Content 

Description 

It has been proposed by the consortium that the information shown on the “About” section of the 

Dashboard must be an extract from the Grant Agreement that shows the main topics of the OPEN 

DEI project. In such text, should appear a quotation that shows the spirit of this program. 

Applicant Date Status 

Consortium 12/11/2019 Completed 

 

TABLE 3: Requirement REQ_02 description 

Code Title 

REQ_02 Pilot information shown on map 

Description 

It has been requested by the pilots that the information shown on the dialog of the search map 

should be as follows: 

• Name of the pilot 

• Description 

• Name of the project 

• Leader company 

Applicant Date Status 

Pilots 04/02/2020 In progress 

 

TABLE 4: Requirement REQ_03 description  

Code Title 

REQ_03 Filter options in map 

Description 

It has been requested by all the stakeholders that the search map should allow the following 

parameters in order to filter the results: 

• Pilot name 

• Project 

• Country 

• Description 

• Platforms 

• Standards 

• Ecosystems 

• Company 

• Technologies 
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Applicant Date Status 

Pilots/Consortium 12/11/2019 In progress 

 

TABLE 5: Requirement REQ_04 description 

Code Title 

REQ_04 Statistics section 

Description 

The consortium has decided that, in order to increase the additional value of the Dashboard, a 

section with statistics of KPI should be implemented. Such section should show data corresponding 

to the following parameters: 

• Budget per domain. 

• Number of projects per domain. 

• Number of pilots per domain. 

• Number of technologies per domain. 

When passing the mouse over a statistic section title a hint dialog showing detailed information will 

pop-up. 

Applicant Date Status 

Consortium 12/11/2019 In progress 

 

TABLE 6: Requirement REQ_05 description 

Code Title 

REQ_05 REST API with Swagger 

Description 

A mechanism to import/export pilot’s data should be implemented. Using such method an internal 

user should be able to get/update all its data. 

Applicant Date Status 

Pilots 04/02/2020 In progress 

 

TABLE 7: Requirement REQ_06 description 

Code Title 

REQ_06 Social network section 

Description 

Stakeholders have requested that the Dashboard should implement a section for the social 

networking in order to allow visitors to get in contact with pilots. 

Applicant Date Status 

Pilots 04/02/2020 Completed 
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TABLE 8: Requirement REQ_07 description 

Code Title 

REQ_07 Best practices section 

Description 

Stakeholders have requested that the Dashboard should implement a section to display the 

success stories of pilots. 

Applicant Date Status 

Consortium 04/02/2020 In progress 

 

4. FUNCTIONALITIES 

This section describes in detail the different services and options offered by the OPEN DEI Dashboard. 

4.1 Project information 
As mentioned in the previous points, the main functionality of the Dashboard will be to show information 

about the LSP.’s. Such information will be defined by the pilots themselves, as specified in Annex 1 of the 

Grant Agreement. In the application there will be two clearly differentiated types of data:  

• General data. 

• Statistical data. 

Both will be treated in depth in the following two points. 

4.1.1 Statistical data 
  

4.1.1.1 Introduction 

The OPEN DEI Dashboard, in addition to displaying static information about the pilots (location, 

technologies used ...), will provide a series of key project indicators that will be calculated at the 

moment and will appear in a section on the right side of its homepage. 

This section will be divided into four parts, each of which will correspond to one of the existing 

domains: 

• Energy. 

• Manufacturing. 

• Agriculture. 

• Health. 

The money invested by the European Union in such domains will appear in the header of each 

of these parts and 3 bar charts will be displayed in its inner part, displaying values for the 

following indicators: 

• The number of participating projects within that domain. 

• The number of pilots participating in the domain. 

• The amount of technologies used. 

When passing the mouse over such indicators, a hint dialog will pop-up, showing detailed 

information about the indicator. 
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Thanks to this information, web visitors will be able to see the technological trends of the market 

and will have a broader view of the investments made by Europe as part of its effort to remain 

at the forefront of technology. The origin of the data and the way in which it is calculated is 

described in the following four points. Next, you can see a prototype image that shows the “main” 

page and the statistics section: 

FIGURE 3: Dashboard homepage mock-up 

 

 

4.1.1.2 Projects KPI 

The key indicator "Projects" will appear in each of the statistics sections of the domains and will 

show the number of participating projects in that domain. The calculation will be made when the 

main page is loaded and will consist of a sum of the projects stored in the Dashboard database 

belonging to a specific domain. Once the calculation is done, the resulting value will be showed 

next to a bar chart. When passing the mouse over the "Projects" text, a hint dialog will pop-up, 

showing a detailed list of the last projects participating in the Dashboard ordered by date. 

 

4.1.1.3 Pilots KPI 

The “Pilots” indicator will appear in all sections of the domains and will reflect the number of L.S.P 

(Large Scale Projects) participating in OPEN DEI. To calculate this number, a sum of the pilots 

stored in the database will be made as soon as they access the main Dashboard page and, once 

done, a bar chart will appear next to it. When passing the mouse over the "Pilots" text, a hint 

dialog will pop-up, showing a detailed list of the last pilots participating in the Dashboard ordered 

by date. 
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4.1.1.4 Technologies KPI 

The KPI "Technologies" will be displayed in the section of each domain and it will show through 

its value and a bar chart the number of different technologies that are used by the LSP The 

calculation will be made when entering the homepage of the Dashboard, by means of a sum of 

the different technologies used in all the pilots belonging to that domain. When passing the 

mouse over the "Technologies" text, a hint dialog will pop-up, showing a detailed list of the 

technologies participating in the Dashboard with the number of projects that use such 

technology. 

 

4.1.1.5 European Commission investment KPI 

This indicator, due to its nature, is the most important of the four. Upon entering the Dashboard 

homepage, a sum of the money invested by the European Union in the different participating 

projects listed in the OPEN DEI database will appear next to the title of each domain surrounded 

by an oval blue shape, highlighting the economic effort made by the E.U.  

4.1.2 General data 
The data mentioned in this section are static in nature and have the function of explaining to the 

Dashboard visitors what the OPEN DEI project consists of. The following two points detail the data that 

appears on each page of the application. 

4.1.2.1 Main page 

The information that will appear on the homepage of the project when you access it (or when 

you press the “Home” button in the top menu) will be short and will consist of two clearly 

differentiated texts: 

• Title. 

• Brief explanatory paragraphs. 

The first one will be the next question: 

 “Searching for the latest technology?” 

It will appear with a large font size and its objective will be to attract the attention of the visitors 

and rise their interest. 

The following paragraphs will contain the following text: 

“The OPEN DEI project brings to you the newest technological implementations within the 

European Union. 

This DashBoard allows you to locate pilot projects in order to give you examples that 

could be used in your company.  

Just access our search engine in the menu above and give it a try!”  

Its objective will be to define the Dashboard function as an LSP’s (Large Scale Pilots) search engine 

and will guide the visitor to the search section. 

4.1.2.2 About page 

This page will be accessible through the menu button “About”. The following two texts will appear 

on it: 
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1. The first of these texts is a quote from statements made for the media on 21/11/2017 

(as shown here) by Mariya Gabriel, Commissioner for Digital Economy and Society of the 

U.E. in which it makes clear what is the spirit of the OPEN DEI project. The text is 

reproduced below:  

“The DEI strategy has to continue to ensure reinforcing the EU's 

competitiveness in digital technologies so that any industry in Europe, big or 

small, wherever situated and in any sector can fully benefit from digital 

innovations to upgrade its products, improve its processes and adapt its 

business models to the digital change” 

Mariya Gabriel, the Commissioner for Digital Economy and Society.  [6] 

2. The second is an explanatory text extracted from page 1, annex 1 (Part B) of the OPEN 

DEI Gran Agreement where the basic objectives of the project are explained in detail. 

The text is reproduced below: 

“The EC communication “Digitising European Industry: Reaping the full 

benefits of a Digital Single Market”1 aims to reinforce the EU's 

competitiveness in digital technologies and to ensure that every industry in 

Europe, in whichever sector, wherever situated, and no matter of what size can 

fully benefit from digital innovations. 

The materialization of the Communication takes place in the DEI action plan 

and its three working groups2 and is pictorially represented by the following 

figure, including the “Digital Innovation Hubs”, “Partnerships & Platforms”, 

“Skills & Jobs” and “Regulatory Framework” quarters, interconnected by a 

network (multisided platform) of national and regional initiatives. 

In the H2020 LEIT ICT WP2018-2020, the section “Platforms and Pilots” is 

launching the six calls (DT-ICT-07 to DT-ICT-12) for implementing next 

generation Digital Platforms in four basic industrial domains: Manufacturing, 

Agriculture (and Rural Areas), Energy (and Smart Homes / Grids) and 

Healthcare (Smart Hospitals). Moreover, outside of the specific suggested DT 

topics, the development of EU Digital Industrial Platforms (a battle Europe 

cannot afford to lose) is a key priority also e.g. in Smart Systems (Smart 

Anything Everywhere SAE), Robotics, Photonics and Process Industry 

(SPIRE2030). 

Innovation Actions funded under the above six topics are expected to develop 

their workplan according to four main innovation streams: Platform Building, 

Large Scale Piloting, Ecosystem Building, Standardisation. ”     [7] 

4.1.3 Data import/export 
The Dashboard will implement a data import/export REST API with Swagger that will allow the 

project/pilots to update the data in the database and to download such data in XML format in order 

to be re-used. Such REST API is still being defined and will be specified in detail in the following 

version of this document. 

 

 

4.2 Search map 
This section of the document describes the Dashboard search engine. 

4.2.1 Definition 
As specified in previous sections, one of the main objectives of the OPEN DEI Dashboard is to allow 

searching for information on LSP. (Large Scale Pilots) participating in the project. To implement this 

functionality, a search page will be created which can be accessed from the "Search" button located in 

the top menu of the application. 

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/next-steps-digitising-european-industry-strategy-are-discussed-european-commission-hosted-high
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On that page, there will be a map of Europe where several markers will appear, each of which will 

represent a different pilot. 

4.2.2 Usage 
The use of the search map is very intuitive; however, the following points explain its usage and the 

most common operations with it. 

4.2.2.1 General 

By default, the map will appear with the minimum zoom level allowed and with blue circles on it 

that will encompass projects in a large geographical area. To be able to find a specific project 

from which we know its approximate location, it will be enough to press successively on these 

circles. With each press, the map will be zoomed in and will show a more delimited geographical 

area where more circles and / or projects will appear. The process is shown in the following 

prototype image: 

 

FIGURE 4: Dashboard map usage mock-up 

 

 

This process can be repeated until, instead of the blue circles, some eye-shaped icons appear. 

Each of these icons will represent the location of a pilot and, when clicking on it, a dialog window 

will pop up, displaying the following data of such project: 

• Name of the LSP. 

• Description. 

• Project. 

• Leader company. 

The following prototype image shows this dialogue: 
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FIGURE 5: Dashboard pilot data dialog mock-up 

 

 

As it can be seen, at the bottom of the dialog there is a button called “See details” that, when 

clicked, will lead to a new page showing the rest of the pilot data available. The full list of the data 

displayed in such page would be as follows: 

• Pilot name 

• Description 

• Project  

• Country 

• Platforms 

• Standards 

• Ecosystems 

• Leader company 

• Start date 

• End date 

• List of companies 

• Technologies 

On the detail page, there will be a button called "Return" that will take us back to the map page. 

Below, you can see a prototype image of such page: 
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FIGURE 6: Dashboard pilot data detail mock-up 

 

 

4.2.2.2 Search engine 

The method described in the previous point to perform a search, although it is valid, is quite 

inefficient. Likewise, it could not be used if the user wanted to find a pilot project from which he 

does not know its approximate location. 

For this reason, the map will have an integrated search engine that will allow defining some 

parameters in order to delimit the search and the results that are displayed on the screen. 

To be able to specify the search parameters, a button called “Filter” located on the upper right 

part of the map should be clicked. When pressed, a panel with a series of fields where values can 

be specified will be displayed, as shown in the following prototype picture: 
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FIGURE 7: Dashboard map filter usage mock-up 

 

The search fields and their functions will be as follows: 

• Pilot name: This field will consist of an edit component in which users will be able to 

enter a free text. Such text will be used to filter the results in screen as soon as the search 

button is pressed, leaving only those projects that contain the text on its title. 

• Project: This field will be composed of a combobox that, when pressed, will display a list 

with the names of all existing projects in the database. By clicking on one of them and 

pressing the search button, the results on the screen will be filtered, leaving only those 

pilots belonging to the chosen project. 

• Country: This field will consist of a combobox that, when pressed, will display a list with 

the names of all countries. By clicking on one of them and pressing the search button, 

the results on the screen will be filtered, leaving only those pilots belonging to the 

chosen country. 

• Description: This field will contain an edit field in which users will be able to enter a free 

text. Such text will be used to filter the results in screen as soon as the search button is 

pressed, leaving only those projects that contain the text on its description. 

• Platforms: This field will consist of an edit component in which users will be able to enter 

a free text. As soon as enough characters are introduced, the application will search for 

such text in the “platforms” field from the database and will show suggestions with 

similar values found. Once one of them is selected, user will be able to write a comma 

and repeat the process as many times as necessary. Once all the desired terms have 

been chosen, the search button can be pressed and the results will be filtered on the 

screen, leaving only those pilots who use a platform whose name is equal to any of the 

terms entered. 

• Standards: This field will consist of an edit component in which users will be able to enter 

a free text. As soon as enough characters are introduced, the application will search for 

such text in the “standards” field from the database and will show suggestions with 

similar values found. Once one of them is selected, user will be able to write a comma 

and repeat the process as many times as necessary. Once all the desired terms have 

been chosen, the search button can be pressed and the results will be filtered on the 

screen, leaving only those pilots who use a standard whose name is equal to any of the 

terms introduced. 

• Ecosystems: This field will consist of an edit component in which users will be able to 

enter a free text. As soon as enough characters are introduced, the application will 

search for such text in the “ecosystem” field from the database and will show 

suggestions with similar values found. Once one of them is selected, user will be able to 

write a comma and repeat the process as many times as necessary. Once all the desired 

terms have been chosen, the search button can be pressed and the results will be 
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filtered on the screen, leaving only those pilots who use an ecosystem whose name is 

equal to any of the terms entered. 

• Company: This field will consist of an edit component in which users will be able to enter 

a free text. As soon as enough characters are introduced, the application will search for 

such text in the “company” field from the database and will show suggestions with 

similar values found. Once one of them is selected, user will be able to write a comma 

and repeat the process as many times as necessary. Once all the desired terms have 

been chosen, the search button can be pressed and the results will be filtered on the 

screen, leaving only those pilots in which participates a company whose name is equal 

to any of the terms entered. 

• Technologies: This field will consist of an edit component in which users will be able to 

enter a free text. As soon as enough characters are introduced, the application will 

search for such text in the “technologies” field from the database and will show 

suggestions with similar values found. Once one of them is selected, user will be able to 

write a comma and repeat the process as many times as necessary. Once all the desired 

terms have been chosen, the search button can be pressed and the results will be 

filtered on the screen, leaving only those pilots using a technology whose name is equal 

to any of the terms entered. 

In the lower right part of the panel there are two buttons whose functions are specified below: 

• Search: This button will execute a search with the parameters specified in the fields 

described above in order to filter the markers that appear on the map. 

• Reset: This button will delete all the values that have been entered in the search fields 

and will allow users to reset the search engine to its initial status. 

 

4.3 Personal area 
This section will deal with topics related to the personal user area. 

4.3.1 Definition 
As specified throughout section 2.3, the OPEN DEI Dashboard will have a private area where only 

authorized users are allowed to enter and, from which, the data stored in the application database can 

be managed. This area will consist of several edit / combobox in which the user can change his 

information and a button that will allows to add/edit/delete success stories through a dialog. Following 

there are two prototype pictures of the full personal area and the dialog to manage the success stories: 
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FIGURE 8: Dashboard personal area mock-up 

 

FIGURE 9: Dashboard success stories management dialog 
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At the bottom of the page there are two buttons whose functions are described below: 

• Save: This button, when pressed, will show a dialog in which user will be asked to confirm the 

action and, in such case, changes made to the data will be saved. 

• Cancel: This button, when pressed, will display a dialog in which user will be requested to 

confirm the action and, in such case, all data changes performed will be discarded. 

4.3.2 Access 
Access to the user area will be restricted to the general public and only those responsible for the pilot 

projects will be able to access it. 

Authorization should be requested to the administrators of the Dashboard and, once the data of the 

applicant has been verified, he will be provided with a user and a password that will grant him access 

to its personal area. 

Such user and password can be introduced in the login page, which can be accessed from the "Login" 

button, located in the navigation bar at the top of the web. There are two main types of users: 

• Administrators 

• Project/Pilot users 

Both types are described in detail in the following points. 

4.3.2.1 Admin users 

This type of user is intended exclusively for Dashboard administrators. The accounts with this 

kind of permissions have extended privileges that will allow to create, edit and delete all the data 

from the accounts. 

EDITABLE DATA  

An account with this type of permission may edit both the data shown by the application and 

those that are not shown but are necessary for its correct operation, such as GPS latitude / 

longitude used to determine the location of the pilot’s marker on the map. 

4.3.2.2 Project/Pilot users 

These types of accounts will be intended for pilots / projects that decide to collaborate with the 

Dashboard and provide their data. 

EDITABLE DATA  

An account with this type of permission will allow its owner to edit the public data listed below: 

• Pilot Name  

• Description 

• Related Project  

• Country   

• Platforms  

• Standards  

• Ecosystems  

• Leader Company  

• Start Date  

• End Date  

• List of Companies  
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• Technologies  

• Keywords 

4.4 Best practices section 
This section describes the Dashboard section used to describe the success stories of pilot projects. 

4.4.1 Definition 
As exposed in previous sections, one of the main objectives of the OPEN DEI Dashboard is to promote 

and enhance the collaboration between pilots of the four domains (Energy, Manufacturing, Healthcare 

and Agrifood) and give them as much added value as posible . In order to achieve such objetives the 

Dashboard will have a section called “Best practices” that will expose the success stories from all pilots 

participating in the Dashboard wishing to share this information. Such section, apart from promoting 

the pilots, will allow sharing state of the art achivements between them, e.g: a new manufacturing 

process with high energetic requirements could see at this section a new energy production process, 

that could take to a collaboration between pilots. 

To implement this functionality, a page which can be accessed from the "Best practices" button located 

in the top menu of the application will be created.  

The page will show at the top part two clearly differentiated texts: 

• Title. 

• Explanatory paragraph. 

The first one will be the next phrase: 

 “Let’s learn together!” 

The font size of such text will be bigger than the rest and will try to put the focus on the sharing and 

collaborating strategy aforementioned. 

The second one will be the following paragraph: 

 “Here you can find a list with all the lessons and good practices learnt/applied in the 

OPEN DEI projects. Take a look to get some inspiration or collaborate with us exposing 

your knowledge!” 

Such text will explain the main objective of the section. 

The rest of the page below such texts, will be full of pictures in different sizes that will contain a short 

description of the success story and the domain it belongs to. The pictures will be ordered by submit 

date from newer to older. 

Following there is a prototype picture of the section: 
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FIGURE 10: Dashboard best practices section mock up 

 

4.4.2 Usage 
The visitors of the Dashboard will be able to click on any of the images in order to access to a new 

webpage that will contain a full description of the success story and the rest of pictures submitted by 

the pilot. Following there is a prototype picture of the detail area: 

FIGURE 11: Dashboard best practices detail page 
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There is a navigator component at the top of the page that allows to browse through all pictures 

uploaded by pressing on the arrows at the sides and following there is a text with the full description 

of the success story. 

This section of the Dashboard still being defined with the pilots and could change in next versions of 

this document. 

5. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

This section describes all content related to the technical section of the OPEN DEI Dashboard. 

5.1 General information 
The development of the OPEN DEI Dashboard requires a technology with wide implementation, proven 

stability and adequate security, for this reason JAVA has been chosen. Such language is used by a large 

number of entities and governments on their applications and has an extensive community of developers, 

which makes it a robust and reliable option. 

On a technical level, it is a general-purpose language which code can be executed in any compatible device 

using the JVM (Java Virtual Machine). It is licensed under GNU General Public License and can use MySQL 

databases, which makes it ideal for our needs. Likewise, being free software, meets the requirements from 

page 70, annex 1 (Part B) from OPEN DEI Gran Agreement, which specifies the following: 

“The OPEN DEI project will make use of existing open technologies and tools developed 

by partners and by third parties”     [8] 

 

5.2 Data definition 
Taking into account the database compatibility list of the Java language, a MySQL database has been 

chosen to store the system data. This database has also been created under a GNU license and is one of 

the most popular storage options for web development. 

The database will use the “innoDB” transactional engine and it will have a structure equivalent to the one 

shown in the following image: 
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FIGURE 12: Database schema 
 

 

The following sections specify the data and types of the main entities that will compose such database, 

omitting the minor tables that act only as a link in many-to-many relationships or those that only contain 

data of the “Code - Description” type, such as the "Countries" table. 

5.2.1 Projects dataset 
This table will store the data corresponding to the projects wishing to participate in the Dashboard. In 

the list shown below, the names of the fields, their fundamental data types and a description detailing 

their function are specified. 

TABLE 9: Data description for Projects entity 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Pro_code Integer Numeric primary key used to identify uniquely a record 

Pro_name String Name of the project 

Pro_objective String Objective of the project 

Pro_mail String E-Mail address 

Pro_leader Integer Code linking to leader company table 

Pro_web String Web page of the project 

Pro_program String The program the project belongs 

Pro_topic String The topic the project belongs 

Pro_start Date Start date of the project 

Pro_end Date End date of the project 

Pro_budget Float The amount of money the E.U. contributes with. 

Pro_status Integer Code linking to project status table 
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Pro_domain Integer Code linking to domain table 

 

5.2.2 Pilots dataset 
The data stored in this table will be those of the pilots who decide to participate in the OPEN DEI 

Dashboard. In the following scheme, the names of the fields, their fundamental data types and a 

description detailing their function are shown. 

TABLE 10: Data description for Pilots entity 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Pi_code Integer Numeric primary key used to identify a record 

Pi_name String Name of the pilot 

Pi_description String Description of the pilot 

Pi_longitude Float Geographical longitude to locate marker in map 

Pi_latitude Float Geographical latitude to locate marker in map 

Pi_start Date Start date of the pilot 

Pi_end Date End date of the pilot 

Pi_leader Integer Code linking to leader table 

Pi_project Integer Code linking to project table 

Pi_country Integer Code linking to country table 

 

5.2.3 Companies dataset 
This table will store the data of the companies participating in the OPEN DEI Dashboard. The table 

below shows the names of the fields, their fundamental data types and a description detailing their 

function. 

TABLE 11: Data description for Companies entity 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Com_code Integer Numeric primary key used to identify a record 

Com_name String Name of the company 

Com_description String Description of the company 

Com_address String Company address 

Com_mail String E-mail of the company 

Com_phone String Phone number of the company 

Com_web String Web page of the company 

Com_country Integer Company country 
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5.2.4 Success stories dataset 
This table will store the data of the success stories from pilots. The table below shows the names of 

the fields, their fundamental data types and a description detailing their function. 

TABLE 12: Data description for succes story entity 

Field Name Data Type Description 

Suc_code Integer Numeric primary key used to identify a record 

Suc_shortdescription String Short description of the success story 

Suc_fulldescription String Full description of the success story 

Suc_date Date Date where the succes case was created 

 

5.3 Mapping utility 
To develop the search functionality for pilots of the OPEN DEI Dashboard, it is necessary to use an 

opensource tool similar to JAVA and MySQL. In order to meet this requirement, OpenStreetMaps has been 

chosen, which is a free data service with ODbL license and Creative Commons 2.0 mapping developed by 

the OpenStreetMaps Foundation. It will be used in conjuction with Leaflet.MarkerCluster JavaScript library 

and map tiles library designed by Statement Design. 

The use of these libraries only requires placing a link giving acknowledgment to its creators, what allows to 

make modifications and gives access to a huge community of developers. 

These tools will be used to place markers corresponding to pilots participating in the projects that can be 

clicked to access their data. This functionality has already been described in detail in section 3.2, so we 

encourage readers to visit that section in case more details are needed. 

In the following picture we show a prototype image where Open Street Maps appears: 

FIGURE 13: Open Street Maps mock-up 
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5.4 Security 
One of the main advantages derived from the use of the JAVA platform is the high level of security that its 

use implies. 

Some of those security measures enabled by this language are despicted below: 

• Login encrypted with the SHA512 hash function. 

• Database can also be encrypted using SHA512. 

• Access and user control using the Spring Security framework, which is one of the main security 

technologies used in the application development. 

• Huge community of developers, which facilitates finding errors and correcting them very quickly 

and thus hindering the hypothetical exploitation of these by malicious users. 

• Regular framework updates. 

Likewise, the traffic of the server hosting the Dashboard would be configured to use the HTTPS protocol 

and the number of connections made per user will be checked, taking the necessary measures in case of 

detecting brute force attacks, thus achieving even greater security. 

All these points would make the OPEN DEI Dashboard a tool not only useful, but safe. 

 

6. EVOLUTION AND SUSTAINABILITY 

As it has been mentioned along this document, this deliverable is the first version of the specifications of the 

dashboard, but we do not consider the tool as an static and rigid system; on the contrary, we expect a 

dynamic evolution based on new requirements. As such, the document will evolve together with the tool and 

new requirements and updated versions of the specifications will be released, as needed. The initial lifetime 

of the tool will focus on projects, as inmediate customers that will be serviced by OPEN DEI. This has been 

reflected by the definition of the value proposition. Nevertheless, as this document also points out, other 

users may find useful information through the dashboard. In particular we sense such a tool could become: 

• An interesting place where to find references of interesting Digital Transformation pilots deployed 

at large scale so that other organizations, public or private, understand what can be done by 

deploying specific digital technologies in concrete operational environments 

• A catalogue to find partners; for example, a company working in agrifood may be interested to find 

a supplier of specific data analytic solutions for small farmers 

• A site to understand what works and what does not work when implementing digital transformation 

strategies. For this pilots should be accompanied by data of many types that could help to infer 

conclusions from diverse viewpoints 

Becoming a reference site for Digital Transformation is not a simple task though. This requires very high 

quality information, an easy-to-use interface, or advanced search tools., to name few elements 

Going to a more professional phase would probably imply an analysis of platform-related business models, 

which obviusly entails reaching a critical mass of both solutions (and high-quality data) and users. This will be 

considered from the beginning of the project by selecting technologies that do not restrict the future 

evolution of the dashboard. The experience with the wide umbrella of projects in the boundaries of OPEN 

DEI will surely provide valuable knowledge to take decissions about future use and exploitation models of 

this tool. 
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